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The diplomat monrovia

The diplomat I wanted mediterranean food. But togo for 10 adults. Called them and X2O Cafe also in Monrovia; However, I must say that I was so much more impressed with the diplomat because the person who took my initial call and manager, Joey were so kind and helpful. They were very patient and
accommodating to make suggestions. Joey even mentioned that we didn't need to custom and reduce it, which surprised me that most business wouldn't do that the more you order the more they do. That alone convinced me enough to go with them. Plus the reviews were really good, which of course
helped seal the deal. Here's what we ordered: 8 beef kebobs, 8 chicken kebobs, enough pilaf rice for 10, 2 humus. Joey gave us extras (meat, vegetables, humus, pita) that we didn't even expect. He knows how to run a business that will bring customers back to learn more. I highly recommend you try
this place. Eva C. Arcadia, CA This place is incredibly promising. We came for dinner and drinks during the sweet opening. The food was delicious. We ordered falafel and chicken. Some of the best around for sure. The drinks were great too. Our bartender Luke was friendly and did a great job of crowd
management. Looking forward to going back! Kelly S. Monrovia, CA stopped Wednesday night for a drink and a snack. Hubby and I had the Hangar 24 chocolate doorman, which was the best chocolate beer I've ever tasted. It was bold, chocolatey without being sweet. We divided hummus and pita,
falafels and chicken kabab plate. Falafels is a generous portion of 4 large pieces served on green vegetables with a dipping sauce. Hummus was tangy, smooth and well associated with pita. We enjoyed the chicken, it was tender juicy pieces of marinated breast meat, served on rice and grilled tomatoes
and chillies. The service was friendly and quick. A great place to enjoy a drink and aperitif outside of the regular heavy and fried bar food. Can't wait to go back! Liv M. Duarte, TRENDY CA Cool bar serving specialty cocktails and Mediterranean food. Lots of space, minimal waiting, really good food and
good service. Good for dates, hanging out with friends, and family dinners. We came here on a Friday night and it wasn't too busy. Parking was a major pain due to the street fair and a Pokemon going to gather at the library. We ordered the hummus with special beef and the chicken kebab plate. The
hummus with beef was really good. Very rich and the small pieces of beef gave an extra zest. The kebab plate Chicken was awesome. The rice was delicious with an added lemon mixture. The chicken was juicy and tender. And the pepper and tomatoes were well cooked too. I would definitely
recommend these two dishes and the portions were more than enough for two people. My experience was great. Bartender showed us our table pretty quickly, the waiters were very attentive, and the food came out relatively quick. It was a cool trendy new place that offered great food and service. I would
like to come back when I'm in the mood for Mediterranean food and don't walk to make the Raffi drive.! Richard F. Arcadia, CA Excellent service and food, went after dinner for a snack and cocktails, it was quite empty, the place is beautiful and clean. I loved the whisky options. The food I had was
delicious, I'm local and still in the area I'll be back John R. Monrovia, CA A good place to grab a bite just before the start of the Monrovia Street fair. We took a couple of appetizers, appetizers and cocktails for a very reasonable price during happy hour. Solid Mediterranean.This place is exceptional. I really
enjoyed the food here. Make sure you get the Hummus Special with sautéed beef. The shawarma is very good! The dressing is very salty, so it's hard to eat, but the meat is delicious! Excellent service. Lamb chops are delicious. Just as Joe Kouchakian, owner of The Diplomat Eatery and Tavern in
Monrovia, faced a decree to remove all his window signs from the Prohibition era, he negotiated a new compromise with the city. The Development Review Committee on Wednesday approved its request to maintain some of the signage in tact. The city found that the remaining signs are in architectural
harmony with the building and nature of the historic area of the commercial downtown because they represent the theme of the Restaurant's Prohibition, Teresa Santilena, associate planner for Monrovia, said. It's been a hell of a battle. After 18 months of proposals, adjustments and committee meetings,
the Monrovia City Council last month rejected Kouchakian's request to retain 40 per cent of the decals. Because city law does not specifically address this type of window dressing, staff have treated decals - which, by day, provide shade for diners and at night are partially transparent - like painted images.
The city allows only 10 percent coverage of the paintings. Complicating matters is another law that requires the windows of bars to be transparent for the police to see. Taking another stab, Kouchakian filed an application with the city on March 27 to allow 20 percent of the windows covered, Austin Arnold,
planning technician for Monrovia, said. Still not above the Mediterranean restaurant and the whisky bar now has decals in the centre of the dining room windows. But because the decals on the doors bring the total coverage to 24 percent, Kouchakian must remove the decals with the image of the
newspaper Prohibition Ends At Last! to the right of the larger window, as well as the alcohol barrel decals to the left of the door The decals on the front door and the inaccessible door between the images of the cannon will remain. Kouchakian said he plans to install shades on the far right side and apply
the newspaper decals that currently dress the window to perpetuate the theme. He already has permission to apply the diary decal to shades, Sheri Bermejo, director of the planning division for Monrovia, said. Kouchakian is sure he wants to install shades where the barrel decals are now; once he finds a
new image he wants wants on this side of the storefront, he will bring it to the Planning Commission for approval, she added. A long Kushakian journey began in January 2017, when the city received an anonymous complaint that all the windows facing the street at the Diplomate, 109 E. Lemon Ave., were
covered 100 percent. In June, he applied for an exception to the rule to retain 100 per cent of the signage. It was refused, so a month later he appealed to keep 68 percent of his window panels. Planning staff worked with them until October to compromise a minor exception of 40 per cent. It was still too
much, according to the Planning Commission, so the application was appealed to the council in March, where it was rejected. One of the reasons Kouchakian wants decals is because they provide shade from sunlight and excess heat, making its energy bills more affordable. Because they're in the Old
Town, but not located on Myrtle Avenue, they don't get the same foot traffic as other restaurants in the city do, Santilena says. Omitting all window coverings would make the dining room unwanted to sit, perhaps reducing patronage. We reapplied to see if they would allow us to keep the central cover and
replace the rest with shades, Kouchakian said. He acknowledges the irony: At night, the decals are seeing through anyway, so it really doesn't make sense that the shades that will be drawn during the day will allow a better view of the restaurant, Kouchakian said. In March, one of the city council's main
oxen was the ability to see from the outside. Santilena says shades are more achievable because they can be raised and lowered throughout the day. Kouchakian wants to install shades with the same perforated anti-heat vinyl as soon as possible. Summer is coming and he's going to kill us; (The sun) is
already, Kouchakian said, adding that he hopes the city will allow him to keep the decals until the installation of the shades is underway. It's not going to be cheap: Because typical sign companies don't make shades with perforated vinyl images, Kouchakian said he may have to outsource the work of
Germany or China. He expects it to cost between $5,000 and $6,000. The committee unanimously approved the application in the absence of Tina Cherry, Director of Community Services in Monrovia. Kouchakian has 30 days to remove the decals, Bermejo said. I went to Diplomat yesterday with some
friends. It was a very pleasant experience. The food was very good. Basically, Middle Eastern food with Armenian and Persian influence. My friends had the kabob chicken, which was made similar to the way Persian restaurants cook it, with saffron,... rice and a tomato. The chicken was fair and very wet.
Others enjoyed many small dishes such as bourek, makanik, hummus with meat, olives, feta plate and halloumi cheese. They were all good. The service was excellent. For the desert, we shared the ashta. I would have done it with honey and rose water, very good, but I would have preferred it with rose
water syrup. Pink. Beautiful evening. I'll definitely go back. Once again. More
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